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Abstract: Bipolar plates play the most significant role in weight, volume and corresponding costs of fuel cells.
Initially, metallic and graphite materials had been used for production of bipolar plates due to their electrical
conductivity characteristics. Later, these plates due to their deficiency such as corrosion, weight and
production expenses were appropriately substituted by composite plates. This article presents results of a
study on construction of bipolar plates using conductive polymeric composites. In the constructed composites,
polypropylene was implement as polymer matrix and conductive carbon black and graphite as filler in order to
supply the required electrical conductivity. The added fillers have been distributed in polypropylene by using
an internal mixer. Then, bipolar plate specimens were prepared by molding of composite in hot press.
The prepared specimens have been characterized to evaluate their specifications such as mechanical properties
and their performance properties like thermal and electrical conductivities. The results of performed tests have
shown a good performance on thermal conductivity greater than 10W/m.K, electrical conductivity higher than
50S/cm and high mechanical strength, flexural strength greater than 25MPa. The constructed composite plates
were optimized and their weight in compare to similar metallic plates 80% and in contrast to graphite plates 40%
were reduced. This method for production of bipolar plates is more economical as it reduces the cost of used
materials and expenses of manufacturing operations.
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INTRODUCTION
Bipolar plates are main parts of fuel cells including
Proton Exchange Membrane (PEM) that plays several
significant roles in fuel cells [1]. These cells are composed
of a sequence of units which each unit is assembled
from membrane and bipolar plates (Fig. 1). The main
functionalities of these plates are uniform distribution of
oxygen and hydrogen all over the effective surface of cell,
conduction of electricity from one unit to another and
transfer of produced heat from cells [2]. In hydrogen fuel
cells, hydrogen and oxygen are used to produce
electricity, thus the plates must be properly sealed to
prevent leakage of the gases to environment. Bipolar
plates are effective parts in reducing volume, weight and
the most important issue that is the overall cost of a
complex cell [3, 4]. Therefore, use of bipolar plates with
appropriate specifications has a great influence on
productivity, efficiency and final price of manufactured
fuel cells.

Fig. 1: Fuel Cell structure and position of bipolar plates [2]
Main duties of these plates in brief are as follows:
Uniform distribution of oxygen and hydrogen.
Facilitation of water management in cell.
Conduction of produced electricity to cell’s circuit
terminals.
Fuel cell heat management by removal of generated
heat.
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Providing pathways to transfer oxygen and
hydrogen through cell.
Connecting a sequence of cells to gain higher
voltage.
Arrangement of paths for flowing of cooling fluid.

carbonic materials such as graphite which provide
necessary properties of bipolar plates. But due to some
improper properties of graphite such as low mechanical
resistance and fragility, it was gradually substituted by
other materials. The substituted materials can be classified
into two groups of coated metallic alloys and polymeric
composite materials. While the metallic alloys benefits the
advantages of high mechanical resistance and proper
electric and thermal conductivities, some of involved
disadvantages are corrosion under acidic condition of
fuel cells, heavy weight and inappropriate surface
connections between the cell’s parts. The main
advantages of polymeric composites are high resistance
against corrosion and light weight, while their
corresponding disadvantages are low electrical and
thermal conductivities. However this shortcoming can be
removed by adding conductive particles. Electrical
conductivity of polymers can be enhanced by adding
conductive compounds such as metallic particles,
conductive graphite, carbon black and carbon fibers.
Resulted composite from polymer carbon black
compounds are used in some industrial applications in
which metals or graphite were the only options.
By increasing the trend on usage of fuel cell
for supplying energy and their mass manufacturing
scale application of appropriate bipolar plate have
a great influence on weight and cost of manufactured
cells.
In some cases that usage of graphite plates
can be costly, or their fragility may be an
inappropriate
property
for
performing some
operations such as lathing of graphite surface, polymeric
composites could be an appropriate substitute [8]. By
addition of a proper amount of conductive particles to
base polymers, suitable composites with exclusive
properties and controllable electric conductivity can be
developed.
A variety of mechanisms for describing the
conductivity of conductive composites have been
offered. A set of researches on designing of a proper
formulation for having a specific thermal and electric
conductivities are performing in both academia and
industry. Conductive composites are based on two
groups of (i) thermoplastic resins such as polypropylene
and polyethylene; and engineering polymers such as poly
amides and poly carbonates; and (ii) thermoset resins
including phenol and epoxy, ester compounds. Carbon
fiber can be used in composites to increase their firmness
[9, 10].

Used material for construction of fuel cells’ bipolar
plates of must be formable to a structure and have proper
properties for machinery operation to make grooves in
various forms over the manufactured plates. These
grooves are designed to transfer oxygen and hydrogen to
the cell’s membranes and uniform distribution of gases
over them. In polymeric fuel cells, water is the reaction’s
product that must be removed from the cells through the
grooves [5].
Some main specifications of these plates for
supplying an appropriate cell’s performance are:
Electric conductivity: more than 10 S/cm, for optimum
transferring of generated electrons to terminals.
Thermal conductivity: more than 10 W/(m.K), for
controlling cell temperature.
Hydrogen and oxygen permeability: less than 2×10-6
cm/s, for decreasing diffusion rates of gases from
cells.
Mechanical strength: bipolar plates should be over
tensile strength of more than 25MPa and flexural
strength of more than 30MPa.
Density: used materials should be light, overall
density less than 5g/cm3.
Thermal stability: bipolar plates must be stable up to
temperature of 120 oC [6,7].
Plate’s Materials: There are various materials for
production of bipolar plates. Usage of these materials
such as metals, demonstrate different sets of advantages
and disadvantages. Although application of coated
metallic materials in bipolar plates were satisfactory in
laboratory scale, but the governing production cost at
industrial scale and their high density, has been
concluded to proper candidates, conductive polymeric
composites.
Polymeric composites are light materials that can be
casted in different structures, shapes and sizes for
application in fuel cells. For enhancing the electric
conductivity of polymeric composites, additives such as
carbonic composites including carbon fibers, conductive
carbon black, graphite and coke; or metallic particles can
be used. Bipolar plates were previously made from
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RESULTS
In this project, for achieving to the desired electrical
conductivity, it was estimated to add graphite and carbon
black to composites more than 70% by weight. Thus, for
reaching to this range of filers’ content, simultaneous
addition of carbon black and graphite was arranged.
While carbon black increases electric conductivity,
graphite assists carbon black to increase electric
conductivity and control melted viscosity during mixing
process.
Polypropylene has been used as a matrix base in
order to reduce the weight and the fragility of produced
plate. For production of the composite, initially
polypropylene granules were melted in an internal mixer.
Then graphite was gradually added and the materials were
completely mixed to make a uniform mixture. In the next
step, conductive carbon black was added to the melted
consistent mixture. The molten mixture was casted and
placed in hot press. The variation of electrical
conductivity of produced bipolar plates with ingredients
content of produced composites are shown is Table 1.
Electrical conductivity of the produced composites
varies with percentages of carbon black and graphite as
conductive contents (Fig. 2). Thermal conductivity of the
produced composites varies with percentages of carbon
black and graphite as conductive contents (Fig. 3).
Furthermore, variations of flexural strength of the
produced composites were measured for various amounts
of both carbon black and graphite as conducting particles
(Fig. 4).
Table 1:

Fig. 2: Variation of electrical conductivity of the
produced composites with Carbon Black (CB) and
Graphite (Gr) contents.

Fig. 3: Variation of Thermal conductivity of the produced
composites with Carbon Black (CB) and Graphite
(Gr) contents.

Variation of electrical conductivity of the produced composites
with ingredients contents

Polypropylene

Graphite

Carbon Black

Conductivity

(wt%)

(wt%)

(wt%)

(S/cm)

50

50

0

0.01

50

45

5

0.05

50

35

15

0.1

40

60

0

0.5

40

50

10

0.8

40

45

15

1

30

70

0

2

30

60

10

8

30

55

15

10

30

50

20

20

20

70

10

30

20

65

15

50

20

60

20

100

Fig. 4: Variation of Tensile strength of the produced
composites with overall conducting particles
contents.
CONCLUSION
Experimental results revealed that a stable molten
mixture of polypropylene containing 20% carbon
black and 50% graphite have electrical resistance of
0.02 /cm. As a part of this research, polymeric
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composite with mechanical resistance of 25 MPa and
electrical conductivity of 10k was produced. This result
shows that the produced composites are well-suited for
application as bipolar plate in fuel cells.
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ﭼﻜﻴﺪه
 ﺻﻔﺤﺎت ﮔﺮاﻓﻴﺘﻲ ﻳﺎ ﻓﻠﺰي. ﺣﺠﻢ و ﻫﺰﻳﻨﻪ ﻫﺎي اﻗﺘﺼﺎدي آن دارﻧﺪ،ﺻﻔﺤﺎت دو ﻗﻄﺒﻲ ﭘﻴﻞﻫﺎي ﺳﻮﺧﺘﻲ ﺗﺎﺛﻴﺮ ﻗﺎﺑﻞ ﺗﻮﺟﻬﻲ در وزن
 ﺳﺎﺧﺖ ﺻﻔﺤﺎت دوﻗﻄﺒﻲ، در اﻳﻦ ﭘﮋوﻫﺶ. وزن زﻳﺎد و ﻫﺰﻳﻨﻪ ﻫﺎي ﺑﺎﻻي ﺗﻮﻟﻴﺪ دارﻧﺪ، ﺷﻜﻨﻨﺪﮔﻲ،ﻣﺸﻜﻼﺗﻲ را ﺑﻪ ﻟﺤﺎظ ﺧﻮردﮔﻲ
 از ﭘﻠﻲ ﭘﺮوﭘﻴﻠﻦ ﺑﻌﻨﻮان ﻣﺎﺗﺮﻳﺲ و از، ﺑﺮ اﺳﺎس ﻣﻄﺎﻟﻌﺎت اﻧﺠﺎم ﺷﺪه.ﺗﻮﺳﻂ ﻛﺎﻣﭙﻮزﻳﺖ ﻫﺎي ﭘﻠﻴﻤﺮي رﺳﺎﻧﺎ ﻣﻮرد ارزﻳﺎﺑﻲ ﻗﺮار ﮔﺮﻓﺖ
55  ﻛﺎﻣﭙﻮزﻳﺖﻫﺎي ﺣﺎوي.ﮔﺮاﻓﻴﺖ و ﺳﻪ ﮔﻮﻧﻪ ﻛﺮﺑﻦ ﺳﻴﺎه ﻫﺎدي ﺑﻌﻨﻮان ﭘﺮﻛﻨﻨﺪه ﺑﺮاي ﺗﺎﻣﻴﻦ رﺳﺎﻧﺎﻳﻲ ﮔﺮﻣﺎﻳﻲ و اﻟﻜﺘﺮﻳﻜﻲ اﺳﺘﻔﺎده ﺷﺪ
 ﺑﻬﺘﺮﻳﻦ ﮔﺰﻳﻨﻪﻫﺎ ﺑﺮاي ﺗﻮﻟﻴﺪ ﺻﻔﺤﺎت ﭘﻴﻞ ﺳﻮﺧﺘﻲ، درﺻﺪ ﭘﻠﻲﭘﺮوﭘﻴﻠﻦ25  ﺗﺎ20  درﺻﺪ ﻛﺮﺑﻦ ﺳﻴﺎه و18  ﺗﺎ15 ، درﺻﺪ ﮔﺮاﻓﻴﺖ60 ﺗﺎ
8 g/cm3  اﻟﻲ5  در ﻣﻘﺎﻳﺴﻪ ﺑﺎ ﺻﻔﺤﺎت ﻓﻠﺰي ﺑﺎ ﭼﮕﺎﻟﻲ1/1  ﺻﻔﺤﺎت ﻛﺎﻣﭙﻮزﻳﺘﻲ ﺳﺎﺧﺘﻪ ﺷﺪه ﺑﺎ ﭼﮕﺎﻟﻲ ﺣﺪود.ﻫﻴﺪروژﻧﻲ ﻣﻲﺑﺎﺷﻨﺪ
 ﻧﻤﻮﻧﻪﻫﺎﻳﻲ ﺑﺎ وﻳﮋﮔﻲﻫﺎي ﻣﻄﻠﻮب، در ﺑﻴﻦ ﻛﺎﻣﭙﻮزﻳﺖﻫﺎي ﺗﻮﻟﻴﺪي. از ﻟﺤﺎظ ﺳﺒﻜﻲ ﻧﻴﺰ ﮔﺰﻳﻨﻪ ﺑﺮﺗﺮي ﻣﻲﺑﺎﺷﻨﺪ،ﺑﺮاي ﻛﺎرﺑﺮد ﻣﻮرد ﺑﺤﺚ
 و ﺿﺮﻳﺐ ﻫﺪاﻳﺖ25 MPa  اﺳﺘﺤﻜﺎم ﻓﺸﺎري اﻓﺰون ﺑﺮ،50 S/cm ﺻﻔﺤﺎت دو ﻗﻄﺒﻲ در ﭘﻴﻞ ﺳﻮﺧﺘﻲ ﺑﺎ ﻫﺪاﻳﺖ اﻟﻜﺘﺮﻳﻜﻲ ﺑﻴﺶ از
 دارﻧﺪ ﻛﻪ وزن اﻳﻦ ﺻﻔﺤﺎت در1/1  ﺻﻔﺤﺎت ﻛﺎﻣﭙﻮزﻳﺘﻲ ﺳﺎﺧﺘﻪ ﺷﺪه ﭼﮕﺎﻟﻲ ﺣﺪود. وﺟﻮد دارﻧﺪ10W/(m.K) ﮔﺮﻣﺎﻳﻲ ﺑﺎﻻﺗﺮ از
 و ﻧﻴﺰ ﻣﺸﻜﻞ ﺧﻮردﮔﻲ. درﺻﺪ ﻛﻤﺘﺮ ﻣﻲﺑﺎﺷﺪ40  و ﻧﺴﺒﺖ ﺑﻪ ﻧﻤﻮﻧﻪﻫﺎي ﻣﺸﺎﺑﻪ ﮔﺮاﻓﻴﺘﻲ، درﺻﺪ80 ﻣﻘﺎﻳﺴﻪ ﺑﺎ ﻧﻤﻮﻧﻪ ﻫﺎي ﻣﺸﺎﺑﻪ ﻓﻠﺰي
HI-CB-40B  و ﻧﻮعXE-CB  ﻛﺎﻣﭙﻮزﻳﺖﻫﺎي ﺳﺎﺧﺘﻪ ﺷﺪه از ﻛﺮﺑﻦ ﺳﻴﺎه ﻧﻮع.ﺻﻔﺤﺎت ﻓﻠﺰي و ﺷﻜﻨﻨﺪﮔﻲ ﺻﻔﺤﺎت ﮔﺮاﻓﻴﺘﻲ را ﻧﺪارﻧﺪ
. ﻫﺪاﻳﺖ اﻟﻜﺘﺮﻳﻜﻲ و ﻣﻘﺎوﻣﺖ ﻣﻜﺎﻧﻴﻜﻲ ﺑﻮدﻧﺪ،ﺑﻪ ﺗﺮﺗﻴﺐ داراي ﺑﻴﺸﺘﺮﻳﻦ و ﻛﻤﺘﺮﻳﻦ ﻫﺪاﻳﺖ ﺣﺮارﺗﻲ
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